Tara Ross
“I’ve learned that people will forget what you did,
but will never forget how you made them feel.”
Maya Angelou
Tara Ross
VP, Ops and Client Delight

“Tara possesses superior
written and verbal
communication skills, is
accurate and extremely
well organized and has
developed excellent
relationships with the
many constituents served
by our area.
Tara consistently identifies
and takes action on
minor issues before
they escalate into more
significant problems and
demonstrates a high
level of commitment and
accountability.”
Kelly Duggan,
Director, Organizational
Planning and Development,
Georgian College

Tara has a passion for efficiency and
organization and strives for flawless
execution. Conscientious and analytical,
she is constantly re-evaluating to
maximize efficiency and is eager to learn
and adopt new technology.
Tara is integral to the stability and exponential growth of Footprint Leadership
Inc. She successfully maintains an
environment focused on user experience
and delight while managing essential
business processes from stakeholder
reporting and logistics to research
projects and tracking financial data.
A unique capacity for caring and connecting with people has allowed Tara
to cultivate an extensive network and
secure her status as an information
maven. Liaising with clients, vendors and
contract employees keeps Tara at the
epicentre of Footprint business.
After graduating from nursing in 1994,
she returned to school in 2000 to complete a Business Administration Diploma
and HR Management certificate from
Georgian College and a Degree in
Psychology from Laurentian University.

1-866-YOU-MARK
www.footprintleadership.com

Since that time she has completed an
Adult Education certificate and has
become a managing partner in her
wife’s company; providing business
consulting, design and web services.
Tara is also a passionate supporter
and fundraiser for Junvenile Diabetes
Research Foundation.

“I’ve known Tara for 3+ years now,
and we have collaborated on a number
of projects. She’s one of the easiest
people to get along with that I have ever
met. Tara is a phenomenal co-worker
who exudes charisma, energy, and
professionalism and it is always a
sincere pleasure to be working together
with her. She’s one in a million!”
Dan Miron,
Business Development (BA/BI),
College Professor

Tara Ross. Let her handle the details so you can get down to business.

